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The purpose of this study was to determine the 
feasibility of separating normal-hydrocarbons from binary 
or multicomponent mixtures by selective adsorption with 
Linde Air Products Comp.any "Molecular Sieves". 
Speci�ic studies were made on the adsorption capacity 
of the Molecular Sieves at definite charge rates with 
charge stocks of known composition. 
Particular emphasis was also placed on increasing the 
octane number of refinery stream samples of catalytic 
reformate and light naphtha. by the adsorption of their 
low octane number normal-paraffin components. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. 
John B. West for his guidance and suggestions throughout 
the course of this work. 
Sincere appreciation is also due the Continental Oil 
Company for furnishing the materials and equipment 
required for the experimental studies. 
Above all, the author is most deeply indebted to his 
wife, Sue, for her patience and consideration throughout 
his graduate studies. 
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In the latter part of 1954, a new adsorbent material 
was announced by the Linde Air Products Company, a 
division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. The 
material was trade-named i•Molecular Sieves u because it
will separate liquid and gaseous materials on the basis 
of a difference in molecular size. 
The material was classified as a synthetic adsorbent 
with high selectivity. The following possible appli-




1. Hydrocarbon separation; for example, straight
chain from cyclic and branched chain hydrocarbons. 
2. Recovering unsaturates from waste gas streams;
for example, ethylene, acetylene, propylene. 
3. Gas purification; for example; removal of un­
wanted substances such as carbon monoxide and dioxide, 
ammonia, hydrogen sulfide and mercaptans. 
4. Drying liquids such as transformer oils, ethanol,
toluene, benzene, pyridine and others. 
1
Linde Air Products Company, Technical Bulletin, 
Form 8614, January, 1955 
2 
Chemically, the new materials are synthetic zeoli tes ,. 
quite similar to many natural clays and feldspars. The 
atoms of sodium, calcium, aluminum, ·silicon and oxygen 
in the Molecular Sieves (mainly in the form of sodium or 
calcium aluminum silicates) are arranged in a definite and 
consistent crystalline pattern. The structure contains a 
large number of cavities, interconnected by a number of 
smaller holes or pores. These cavities and pores are very 
uniform in size. When the water of hydration is driven 
off, the crystalline structure retains its form and it is 
strong enough to be brought up to red heat without 
breaking down. 
The empty cavities have a strong tendency to recap­
ture the water molecules driven off during manufacture. 
If no water is present, they will accept almost any mater­
ial that can pass through the pores and into the cavities. 
This property is the reason for the material•s ability to 
separate hydrocarbon molecules selectively. 
Linde research groups have been working on the devel­
opment of Molecular Sieves since the late 194-0's and 
started a test marketing of the material in March, 1954. 
Two types of Molecular Sieves have been developed, 
differing only in the size of the pore diameter. 
The first, Linde type 4 A, a sodium aluminum silicate, 
has a pore opening of about 4 Angstroms in diameter and 
can adsorb molecules with a diameter of less than 4 
Angstroms. 
The second, Linde type 5 A, is a calcium aluminum 
silicate, with a pore opening of about 5 Angstroms 
diameter. 
.3 
The Linde 4 A material will permit ethane molecules 
to enter the pores but will not admit propane or larger 
molecules. Linde type 5 A material, with a larger pore 
opening than the 4 A, will permit the adsorption of 
straight-chain hydrocarbons like normal-hexane, but not 
branched-chain iso-hexanes or cyclies like benzene or 
cyclohexane. Table· I gives the molecular diameters of 
some of the.molecules separated by Molecular Sieves. 
An extremely desireable property of either type of 
Molecular Sieve is that it may be reactivated to it•s 
original state. The reactivation is performed by simul­
taneous heating and purging with a dry inert gas. This 
permits the same batch of Molecular Sieves to be used 
again and again in a cyclic process. 
Due to the unique properties of Molecular Sieves 
· and their availability as a new material in the field of
adsorption� it was decided to make a study of their pro­
perties in special applications, as a basis for this study.
The initial problem was to determine the effect of 
varying liquid velocity and charge stock composition to 
an adsorption column under controlled conditions. 
The removal of normal-paraffins from specific refin­
ery streams was also obtained and the accompanying rise 
in the octane rating of the product was determined. 
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2Glasstone,. Samuel.,, fextbook of Physical Cllemi.str:r-. 
Second. Edition,. 1946 t, 1194-1210, » .. Van Nostrand Company. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The Linde Molecular Sieves are a synthetic zeolite 
with a chemical composition and crystalline structure 
similar to a naturally occuring zeolite known as 
chabasite. Zeolites are classified as hydrous silicates 
occuring as natural minerals in volcanic rocks, often in 
the form of large crystals. Brunauer3 stated the formula '--




Bru.nauer also stated it has been found from X-ray 
examination that the water molecules in zeolites are not 
held by ordinary valence bonds, but merely fit into the 
vacant spaces in the lattice of the aluminum� silicon, 
oxygen and metal atoms. On dehydration, :part of the water 
is removed and the spaces can then be filled by other 
molecules. The six molecules of water can be removed 
from the chabasite crystal by simultaneous heating and 
purging or evacuation. The dehydration leaves the frame­
work of the crystal unchanged; only when 93 per cent of 
the water is removed does the structure begin to collapse. 
Crystallogra:phically� chabasite is based on a three 
dintensiona.l network of silica tetrahedra, in which one-
third of the silicon is replaced by alwninu.m ions. 
3Brunauer, Stephan. The Adsorption of Gases and 
Vapors. Volume 1, Physical Adsorption, Princeton 
University Press, 1945, 366 
5 
6 
�he replacement gives rise to an excess negative charge, 
which is balanced by the incorporation of positive ions. 
In nature, calcium is the most common positive ion but it 
can be substituted by other positive ions, such as sodium, 
potassium, barium, copper, etc .. 
In 1916, Smith4 presented the chemical analysis of 
five samples of minerals classified as chabasite. 
lfABLE II 









Weight per cent 
46.64 - 48.82 
18.06 - 20.04 
5.01 - 8.,81 
0.02 - 0.60 
0.33 - 2.13 
0.33 - 3.81 
21.56 - 22.09 
Investigation of the adsorption properties o� 
5 chabasite were made in 1921 by Nacken and Wolff . An
apparatus was developed for measuring the volume of gas 
adsorbed under various physical conditions. It was 
determined that dehydrated chabasite strongly adsorbs 
4G.F.H. Smith,, Mineral Mag., l?, 274-304 (1916)
5R. Nacken and W. Wolff, Centr. �in •. Geol •• 364-72 
(1921) 
? 
air ,- nitrogen, carbon dioxide" and illuminating gas. In 
one experiment, chabasite took up .fourteen times it's ovm 
volume or .1..3 per cent by weight of nitrogen. 
The effect of various temperatures on the dehydration 
of chabasite is described-by Rothmund6 . Samples of
chabasite were allowed to stand over 1 N. sulfuric acid 
at 25° c. until they took up a definite quantity·of water.
They were then heated at a definite temperature for thirty 
minutes and then hydrated as before. This was begun at 
100
° c. and the temperature raised 50° C. each time until
0the temperature had reached 1000 .c.
It was found that the adsorption of water by chaba­
site was completely reversible up to 600° C. At 800° O.
the chabasite became ndead burnt 11 and would no longer 
adsorb water under the prescribed conditions. 
In 1928., Schmidt? investigated the adsorption of
$eventeen various gases by chabasite .. It was found that 
the nine smaller molecules with diameters of less than 
4 i. gave normal adsorption values, but the eight larger 
molecules showed smaller adsorption or none at all. He 
concluded that ethylene is the largest molecule that gives 
normal adsorption. 
·The phenomenon of allowing the smaller molecules to
penetrate into the pores of the adsorbent while the larger 
6v. Rothmund, Rec. trav ... chim .. , 44, 329-39 (1925)
?o. Schmidt, z. phys. Chem., 133, 263 (1928)
8 
molecules are shut out, was termed "persorption" by. J. W •. 
McBain8 •
In 1933, Porter9 reported the adsorptio� on chabasite
of the liquids; water, methanol, formamide, formic acid,
and methyl cyanide. 
Rabinowitsch and WoodlO investigate� the effect of
base exc�ange on the adsorptive capacity of chabasite. 
They found that the replacement of calcium by sodium ions 
had only slight effect on hydrogen adsorption, but elim­
inated almost completely the nitrogen adsorption .. 
Replacement of calcium by potassium.ions cut down very 
strongly both the hydrogen and nitrogen adsorption. They 
explained the results by discussing the sizes of the 
three ions involved. 
The sodium ion with a radius of 0.98 i. was slightly 
smaller than the calcium ion with a radius of 1.06 .R., 
but each calcium ion is replaced by two sodium ions in the 
base exchange. This is sufficient; to prevent the entry of 
the. larger nitrogen molecules into the very fine pores of 
chabasite, but hydrogen can still enter readily. The 
potassium ion, with a radius of 1.33 i. is large enough to 
shut out even the hydrogen molecules. 
Adsorption data and thermodynamic properties of 
8J. w. McBain, Colloid Symposium Monograph�l!-, (1926)
9J. L. Porter, J. Physical Chem., 37, 361-66, (1933)
10Rabinowitsch and Wood, Trans. Far. Soc., 32, (1936)
9 
chabasite with various normal and iso-paraffins were 
11 
presented by Barrer and Ibbitson • The adsorption of 
helium, argon,. nitrogen, methane and ethane occured very 
rapidly. The adsorption of normal-paraffins (propane, 
normal-butane, normal-pentane and normal-heptane) occured 
fairly rapidly at temperatures of 100° C. and higher.
Hydrocarbons with side chains (iso-butane, iso-
pentane and iso-octane) were totally excluded under all 
conditions.. fuen adsorption occured� equilibri.um was 
reversible and could be approached from the sorption or 
desorption sides. 
In 1940, the Linde Air Products Company organized 
a research group to study adsorption and adsorbent 
materials. It was during the course of this study that 
the synthetic zeolites known as Linde Molecular Sieves 
were developed. 
In late 1954, an announcement was made in technical 
publications12 that Linde had developed the olecular
Sieves to the extent that several tons had been marketed 
and production of the various types of sieves was 
sufficient to provide small quantities of the various 
types to interested laboratories. 
An illustrated brochure was distributed by Linde 
11 
R. • Barrer and D. A. Ibbitson, Trans. Faraday
Society, 40, 195-206, (1944) 
12chemical & Engineering News� 32:4786, Nov. 29 1 1954
10 
describing the various properties of the .Molecular Sieves 
and some of their applications13 . 
The subject of liquid hydrocarbon separation was 
briefly covered by Linde in their technical bulletin on 
11Hydrocarbon Purification"14•
An adsorption column containing Linde type 5 A ·
olecular Sieve pellets one-sixteenth inch in diameter 
was used in all· of their experiments .. 
The first experiment was the separation of normal­
tetradecane from a mixture containing five weight per 
cent normal-tetradecane in benzene.. A loading of 8 .8 
per cent by weight of normal-tetradecane was obtained on 
the Molecular Sieves, before the breakthrough. of the 
normal-tetradecane .• The breakthrough was determined by 
measuring the refractive index of the effluent. An
equilibrium loading of 10. 7 weight per ce.nt normal­
tetradecane on the Molecular Sieves was obtained. 
After draining the column, the liquid remaining in 
the pellets was removed by evacuation. The adsorbed 
normal-tetradecane was then removed by the adsorbent by 
steaming the bed at 250° C. and condensing the desorbed 
vapor. Refractive index measurements on the benzene and 
l3Linde Air Products Company, Technical Bulletin, 
Form 8614, Linde olecular Sieves For Selective Adsorption, 
January,. 1955. 
14Linde Air Products Company, Technical Bulletin,
Hydrocarbon Purification, Form 8603, December, 1954. 
l.1 
norm.al-·betradecane. indicated .t:he mat;erial.s recovered were 
appro.xi::rn:a.tely 9Sh9 mol per Ct�n-'a pure. 
The second. expe:rime.nt discussed was the separation 
of' norma1,,.;heptt:r11e from a mixture .o:r 11 .3 m.ol per oerri; · 
nm:.·n1al-heptane i:n. methylcyclohexane� A loading of 8.-2 
weight pe·r cent normal-heptane on .. the ads0crb.ent was deter­
mined:. before the hrealc.-through of the nor:m1:tl-hept;c:3.r.1;e.. 11.n 
eq1;:i.i.librium loading of 10 .. 4 weight per cerxt 11orn1al­
heptane on the adsorbent was obtained .. · The ad.sor1:>ed 
normal-heptane was removea_ by heating ·the t1olecv.la:r Sieves 
·to. ;50° CL. and purging with one liter per minute of .dry
nitrogen.· 
. The third experiment was the purif.ication oz
coirir£,ercia1 g:e.ade iso-pentane by removing its p_or1-aa.1� 
hydrocarbon impurities.  The normal-hydrocarbon irnpuri ties 
were present at a concentration of 9 weight per cent; ,.
Whe breakthrough point of the normal-hydrocarbon,.impu.rities 
wets not determined.. On desorption of the Molecular Bi eves 
a normal.-hydrocarbon loading .of. about .J2· vveight per cent 
was obtained.. Infra-red analysis on the-initial colu.mn 
effluent di.d. not dete.ct an:y normal-hydrocarbons. 
CHAPTER III 
M:a:herials 
The aclsorben:t used in all of the experirnents vlas a 
saiuple of Linde ty-:ge 5 A J\!.iolecular Sieves. The siE rves
were in t;he form of extrudecl pelle.,Gs; approximately
1/16 inch diameter and 3/16 inch length.. Phys.i.cal an.cl 
chemical proper"Gies for this type oi.' Molecular Bi.eve 
are pxe,sented in Table X. 
by ·the Phillips Petroleum Company as a Knock Engine Test 
Re.fereuce ]'uel. ffhe National Bureau of 8tandards report;ed. 
test results on a sample f'rom the original lot. The 
test rei9Ul'.tB a:r.·e presented in Table XI. 
1.fhe :ni trat.ion-g;r:·a.de toluene 'INT1.s supplied by the 
Colorado 1l'uel and Iron Company. Analysis by .a. Ge11eral 
Electr.ic rD.ass spectrometer i;ndicat.ed a purity of 99.1 
volu.me per cent �Goluene. The refract,ive index au 68° F •.
was 1 •. 4·960. Doss15 reported the refractive. i.ndex of 
toluene at 68° F. 4CO he l .Li,9685. 
!he samples of catalytic reformate, ligh:'c n..aphtha,
and catalyt;ic cracked gasoline were stream samples from 
refinery processing unit;s. Physical data on the refiriery 
s .. amples are presented in the Appendix ..
15n "11 -i-. .. ,1, • . 1 C r- t f ., , - . . uoss, bl• • , r.l1ysica .. ·. ons-.,,an s o "' cne .r'rinci:pal
M;ydrocarbons., !fouri:;h Edition, 1943, The Texas Company. 
12 
13 
A s,c!hematic diagram of ·bhe equipment i.s shown ill 
Figure l. 
5:he p1.irflp used in all of the ex:perimentS was a IHil ton 
Roy 11mniPumpu with a volume metering control. 1:Ch.0 pump 
was calibrated before proceeding with t;he e:xperi:raent;s and 
fmmd to be readily controlled between pu.mping rat;es o:f 
100 to 1100 ml.. pier hour. 
tube, Lt- feet long, v:.ri th ball joint; connections. 
tube was added. t;o provide a liquid outl.et six il1.ches 
belo1:'l the ·top of the adsorption colu.mn. 
Indenta"Gions in the adsorption. column, two inches 
from .the bo·ttom, provi<.led a seat. for a 20 mesh .s-t'ain1ess 
steel gauze serving as a packing support. 
/1 2. wn. i.d. l:Jy:.r:·ex tu.be was sealed at the lower tip 
and placed 20 inches int;o the middle of the adsor:t;rl,ion 
column.. lfhe tu be served as a thermal well for ·the iron-
constantan thernmcouple used to control react;ivation 
telll.perat.-ures. 
ll. ·total of 403 .. 0 gra.ms of new, Linde type 5 A
Molecular Sieves 1Nere charged to the column.. fhis was 
equivalent to a volUJJ1e of 578 ml. of adsorbe11,G. 
The column 1r.ras completely wrapped wit;h two 6-ft .. 
lengths of Briskeat flexible electric heating tape. lfhe 
tapes had a maxirrrum rating of 700 we.tts each e.nd were 
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of 1400 watts. 
!he heating tape was wrapped with 1 .. incb..wi.de .fib$r
glass tape to prevent the slipping of the h�ating tape on 
hea:t;ing. 
!fhe entire heating section. was insulat.ed wit;.h one 
inch of magnesia insulation. 
A 110 volt, 15 ampere output powersl,at was wired to 
the heating 'Gape. eo:nnections. .A thoroue.,::h. check VJRS r.aade 
to insure that t-he eo:nnect:ions were secure and each ·tape 
was functioning: properly • 
. Adapters Vii th ball joint connections were designed 
for each encl of the- adsorption column to control the liq­
uid or gas flow during the various pha.ses of the operation. 
A vaeuum-jacketed condenser was constructed with a. 
cooling coil approximately two feet in lengtb.... IJ?he con­
denser would hold approximately 0.,5 lit-er of d..ry ice and 
acetone at -110° F.
,Condensate receiver #1 was a graduated 50 ml .. tube 
·VJith a specially installed gas outlet side-arm •
. Stainless steel tubing was used betvil'('H�'n trhe liquid 
charge bo·ttle and -the mi.niPump ap.d al�o be twe�n the mini­
Pump and the base of the a4sorption column-' 
Short sections of' polyethylene tubing were used to 
make t,he connections between the glass and metal tubing. 
1:t'he entire system was checked f'or leaks by evacuation 
and then observing ·t;he rate of pressure increase .in ·the 
system wit;h a :mercury manometer. 
16 
'!he iron-constantall thermocouple wi:r-e was number ,o 
B. & s. gauge.. �-a thermocouple wire was made by the
:Leeds and Northrup Oompaeyf 
A. Le ds and Northrup st,andard potenctiometer was u.sed
in e.onjunet.ion with the thermoeou.p1e wire'W' !he potent­
iometer \tas !requ-ently cheeked during e.aQh run to- .i.nsllr.e 
that: it was standardized. 
A single cylinder of Linde high pre$slltte .ldtroge.a 
wa:s adequate for the· purge gas re:qui:re:d dllr.ing the .reaet­
J.vation at t,he .sieves, 
· !!he niitilogen regulator was combined wi:th a i:oke­
PhoelliX nit:eo,.gen flowmeter- .in a eingle ll:ll.it. !he 
ni'.�Qgen £lowmet:er had been calibrated at flow ra1'os ot
0-.25 to 20.0 liters oi' nitrogen per minutre at; standard 
tempera1nu'e and pressure by the manu!aet:urar. Several 
:irtUlS were made ·ttl confirm the :indicated caLi.brai;ion.  
Sili.eoae stop-co-ck greas-e was used on all glass s.top• 
,cocks to ins\lre prope.r working action. :So g:;eeaae was 
J>laeed Ol:l the b all-joint .fittings i.n orde� tQ reduee
stample contaminatlen to· a :minima.
?lietal spring clamps wer� placed oa ea.eh bdl ... jo.i!ltii
eo.nne·ct-ioll to ma.i.:o:tain a t.ight seal .• 
An .lb'be ·#6,0• re.fraet:omet:er, t-hermosi:ia:tieall.y ean­
�lled at 68° F .•. ,,. was used .for all re.fracrt:i:fe index 
deter-mi.nations.. 'fhe re.t'�ac.tometer· was ealibrat;ed wi:th 
s�andard test samples !urni:she d. by the manufact.urer. 
bei'oJte each series of :samples was tea.t:ed .• ,
17 
i:i::he analytical balance was a Gram-atic balance :m.ade 
in Swit;zerla.nc1 by E .. M0ttler. All weight;s vrnre built into 
the balance. The balance was checked wit;l1 a set of 
st,ar:i:d.o.:r.d weights supplied 1:iy the Fisher Gcie:ntific Company. 
. The experiments were· all based o;ri µ.q_µ.id · adsorpt:ton 
using Linde type 5 A .?Jlol.eeul.ar �ieve pell.;�t� .. wi:u� a 
diameter crt: one-sixteenth, inch.,, 
'!he e:.1Eperi:n:i.ental worls:. was c.livided into three. phases. 
2he first· phase was to determine the. equi.li.b�i1xm capacity 
0£,new sieves for normal-heptane in a stat:io system .. 
IJ:he second phase was to determine the capacity of 
th.e .sieves at s.pecif.i.c li quid charge rates with s;vnt,het:le 
charge stocks of knovm composition. 
i,;vo synthetic mixtures of ASfF.1 normal-heptane anc1 
ni tra:bion-grade toluene. 1rirere ca..J?efully prepared. The 
first mixture was a blend containing 5lti0 v1eight per cent 
normal-hepta.J1e in nitration-grade toluene. The second 
mixture was a. blend containing 10 .o we_ight per cent 
normal-heptane in nitration-grade toluene .. 
FoUI" experimental runs we.re macl.e on each syn·!;het.ic 
mixture at Ii.quid hoUl'ly space velocities oJf 0.416, 0 . . 832 ,,
L •. 248 ,, and 1,.664-.. .ffhese. specific charge rates were 
selected to bracket the miniPump pu.mping range of" Oto 
1.872 liquid hourly space velocity._ 
The thiJ::-d phase cons.tLsted of passing several :mul.ti­
component. miJ..'"tures through the adsorption bed and 
determining the extent a11d t,ype of nor:mal-:paraffins 
18 
19 
:adsorbed by the rillolecular Si.eves. '?he materials tested 
were nit:::t'a:tion-grade tolue:rHi:l 11 catalytic z-·e:
formate,. ligh'W 
napht'ha 1 and catalytic cracked gasoline.. Research octane 
numbers were determined on the catal;ytic re.
f
or!Ilaiie, light 
naphtha:,c and catalytic cracked gasoline, befo
re aµcL at.ter
the .removal o! components adsorbed·bY the slGli.fe'E:h 
!-9uil.i b;ium. f!:EJ.Raci.tz .f.or normal,�@J}>taae. 
Appr:ox:imatel� 60 grams o.t new t t:;ype 5 A. MoJ.ecular 
Sieve,s were :placed ill a clean, 250 ml. glas.s · stoppeJ?ed 
Erlenm.eyer flask..- The weight of'. the t'laek and sie11e:s was 
de:teriidned wi.th ·t;he aid .of an a:nalyti,cal balance�,·.· 
.· Jlppr.o:x:±matel;y 100 ml.. ot ASTM normal-heptane Wftt�e 
th-err :added to the £1.a.sk.. A vigo,rous rel.ease of adso�bed 
gas was noted immediately and bubbles w-er·e st.ill be.� 
emitted from the sieves five .minutes· iater ... 
The temperature of the .flask increased .sl'.ightl� buii
wa,s no'l. accurately determined. 
r.rhe glas.s stoppel:' was replaced when t.he gas. . rate 
had declined sufficiently. ·�he flask and· co¥1tents were 
all.<:>wad to stand with periodic agitation tor twen:Gy. .... fow; 
h-0urs at a constant t.em:perature of ?7° F ...
�e -&Jteess .:normal-heptane was- removed b:;r eva:polration 
\ti.th a vacuUJTi maintained at approximately 4 lrm!, ... lle;. 
absolute pressure. At thirty minut;e in:tez-vals the. flask 
was removed and i:ihe eon tents were reweighed.. Af t:e;r t:l.vo, 
hOtJ;;I:S the weight .\VS.S constant an.d was recorded . ., 
· ._ ·[the amount o.f normal-heptane adsorh�d was :t-ound. tG;
:!;his is equivalent to a weight; loadinS of 11"4ll· per cent 
normal-heptane. 
2D 
�epar3:tio:r1 of 11<.xrma,..l.-heJ?tane f3:":om n.itrq.tiQt:t�t£:Eade toluene ... 
!£11� ·tvvo · che.;.rge st:ocks of normal-heptane and 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF' .SD'J:HEJ?I.C BL;ENI:1$ OF 
:NQ.RJijlAL-DJ?TANE Am» NI!RAf ION-GF.A»E TOLUEtiE 
Volume per cent n-heptane 
Weight per cent nitration 
.g11ade toluene 
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runs 2 and 6 had charge rates of s.o ml .. per min ... runs 
3 and 7 had cha:rge rates o! 12 .o ml. per min •. , ru'ld runs 
4 and 8 were made at a charge rate of 16.0 ml. per min .. 
All runs were made at at:mospherie pre.ssure and an. 
initial adsorption bed temperattme @f ??° F... lq'o at·t1empt
was ma.de to maintain the sieves at isothermal eondit.ions. 
!he .first f'our runs were mad.e with the blend of' 
.5.0 weigl:lt per cent normal-heptane in ni:tra:tion,.,..grade· - . 
toluene as the charge stoeki - A total· volume of one: litel' 
of effluent was rec-dvered i3-u:r:-ing each of the runs .• 
. 
\ 
Separate _f'_raetions. were collected !'rom _each 50 ml;-. o:f' 
e.f!luent- .. dUt>ing· each run to determine . the l:'ef'ractive index­
of each .5· % 'increment - or· eff'luent. fh-e twenty cuts were 
mo;J:>e than adeq1i[a:te to determine· '(;he. breakthrough poin't 
of the. nor:m.til-heptane in the ei'fluen.t. 
· 1lthe- b:reakthll'ough point was, determined as the point
during each- run when the ref'ractl ve index of the ef f'luent 
toluene w:as lower than the refraetive index -of t'-he ori.gin­
al nitration-grade toluene.
- 'l:he· refraetive - index 0£ each ,i'raetion was ;determined
and. the.• normal-heptane -content could be . evaluat,ed .fro.m 
the correlation presented in Figure B.
Experimental data determined on the cut,s £:r-om runs 
1 through 4 ·are pre.sented in Table XIX.
0 A tempe�ature rise of 2.0 F-.  ,Was noted in _the adsorp-
tion bed during each run .. 
. ' 
· Rune 5 through 8 were made with the- 'blend of 10.0
·- .
weight per' eent- normal-heptane in nitration-grad.e toluene 
as the charge stock. Since the charge stock contained 
twi:ce the weight of normal-heptane· as the.charge- in. the 
first .four runs_,, the total column throughput was ·reduced 
to 500 ml:. The• same number of cuts were made as. in the 
first i'our runs, there.fore-. the volume of each cut wa.s 
reduced to 25 ml.-
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�he refract·i ve index of each cut was determined and 
the composition evaluated from the correlation presented 
in Figure 8 .. 
Experimental data determined from runs 5 through 8 
are presented in Table XIII., 
'fhe maximum temperature rise in the adsorption bed 
during runs 5 through 8 was 20 to 25
° 
F •.
The reactivation of the sieves was duplicated as 
closely as possible to maintain their adsorption capacity. 
The procedure followed was to drain the liquid from the 
adsorption column. �he liquid trapped in the void spaces 
was removed by slowly heating the adsorption bed to 150
° 
F.t while purging with dry nitrogen flowing down through
the sieves at the rate of two liters per minute. 
A sharp rise in the adsorption bed temperature was 
noted when the last traees of liquid were evaporated. 
0 
When the adsorption bed temperature reached 200 F� the 
nitrogen purge rate was reduced to 0.5 liter per minute 
and the powerstat was adjusted to provide a heating rate 
of approximately 5
° 
F. per minute. 
The effluent gas flow was into the #1 condensate 
receiver and then to the condenser cooled with acetone 
and dry ice. 
When the adsorption bed temperature was 660
° 
F. the
p�werstat was adjusted to maintain the temperature con­
stant. Purging was continued for one hour at the final 
temperature to permi.t the sieves to attain equilibrium. 
The volume of condensate recovered during the final 
thirty minutes of purging was nil. 
The column was allowed to cool to room temperature 
after each run. 
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Experimental data from the reactivation of the sieves 
during the eight runs on blends of normal-heptane in 
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Adsorption .2.f. h.ydrocarbons !!:2.!!! multicomponent mixtures. 
The refractive index values on the toluene effluent 
from the first eight runs were often higher than the 
refractive index of the original nitration-grade toluene. 
Since'the refractive index of the nitration-grade toluene 
was 1�4960 and the refractive index of the ASTM normal 
heptane was 1.3878 ,, any value obtained on the effluent 
toluene higher than 1.4960 would indicate the removal o:r 
24 
impurities from the ni·tration grade toluene by t;he sieves., 
Doss15 reJ;>orted the ref'raeti ve index of pure toluene
is 1.49685 at 68° lf.. liefrae�tive index values obtained on
the in,i't;ial toluene samples during the first eigh·t r"W'.'l..s 
were as high as 1.4968. 
In an attempt; to de-ter:mine the impurities present in 
the ni.tration-g.Tade toluene a total of 2500 ml,. ot t,oluene 
was passed through the adsorption colu.mn., .1:1ef:ractive 
index values were obtained on the effluent toluene at 
definite int;e:rvals. The charge ra:te to the column was 10.0 
ml,.. per minute. The rate was equivalent to a liquid 
hourly space velocity of 1.04 ..
Experimental da.ta are presented in Table 1.'il/ '* 
On regenerat,ion of "the sieves, 6.8 ml. of liquid 
weighing 4.8 graws were recovered. This was equivalent 
to a sieve loao.ing o:.f 1,.2 weight per ·c.en"'.'i; .. 
The liquid was f.'ound ·t;o be essentially :pure normal 
oc·tane on a:nalysi.s by iufra-red spectrophot;omet.ry. The 
toluene content o:r Jcrhe liquid was less than 0 .  1 volume 
per cent .. The absorption spectrum was almost i.dentieal 
with a comparison sample of pure no:t."mal-oc·t:ane obtain.eel 
from 'the Philli.ps Petroleum Company_ 
The normal-octane content of the nitration-grade 
toluene 'Was determined as 0 .. 5,4 volume per cent. 
The final phase o.f the expe.ri:mental work on complex 
25 
mixtures was to determine the type and amount of materials 
adsorbed by the Tuolecular Sieves from samples of catalytic 
reformate, light naphtha, and catalytic cracked gasoline. 
Research octa.11.e numbers were obtained on the catalytic 
reformate, light naphtha, and catalytic cracked gasoline 
before and after contact with the sieves. 
A charging rate of 10.0 ml. per minute was maintained 
during the runs. The procedure follored on regeneration 
of the sieves was the same as that previously established 
during ·t;he initial runs. 
Catalytic reformate. 
Two runs were made with catalytic reformate as the 
charge stock. The catalytic reformate contained 46.1 per 
cent paraffins, 1.0 per cent olefins, 14.5 per cent naph­
thenes, and 38.4 per cent aromatics. 
Physical tests of the catalytic reformate are pre­
sented in Table XVI. 
A total of 400 ml. of product was recovered during 
each run. Separate fractions were collected every 100 ml. 
and the refractive index of each fraction was determined. 
A temperature rise of 34
° 
F. was noted in the adsorp­
tion bed during each run. 
On regeneration of the sieves, 34.7 ml. of liquid, 
weighing 23.7 �rams, were recovered from each run. This 
was equivalent to a sieve loading of 5.9 weight per cent. 
The first three 100 ml. fractions from each run ere 
combined and tested to determine the octane rating. 
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The refra.cti ve index readings on the firsrt three 100 
ml·� · fractions from each run wer·e found to be e.ssentially 
the same while the refractive index o! the fourth 100 ml.. 
fraction indica·ted the part;ial br-eakthrough of norrnal 
paraffins •. 
The research octane ratings are presented in. t;he 
.follovling table .  




+2 •. 0 cc TEL









*Tetraethyl lead per gallon of sample
Additional data are ·presented .in Table XVI.,
L:ight !llaJ?ht'�. 
Two runs were made with light naphtha as t
h
e charge 
stock... The light naphtha contained 50.1 per ce.nt paraf.fins ,,. 
0.9 poer cent o1.efins, 46 .. ? per cent na._pkthenes, and 2.::3 :per 
cent arome:tics. 
A t-ota.1 of 400 ml. of p:rodu¢:t; was passed through the, 
column dur.tng the initial run, Trds wa..s reduced to }OO ml •. 
of' product. on t-he final run when the refractive index 
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values from the initial run indicated almost a complete 
breakthrough of the materials being adsorbed after 300 ml. 
of effluent had been recovered. Fractions were taken 
every 100 ml. and the refractive index of each fraction 
was determined. 
A temperature rise of 24
° 
F. was noted in the adsorp­
tion bed during each run. 
The effluent receiver was placed in an ice bath dur­
ing each run to minimize the loss of low boiling materials 
present in the charge stock. 
On regeneration of the sieves a slight amount of non­
condensable white smoke with a pleasant odor was emitted 
from the condenser when the regeneration temperature 
reached 600
° 
F. in the adsorption bed.
A total of 27.5 ml. of'condensate weighing 18.7 grams 
was recovered from the initial run. This was equivalent 
to a sieve loading of 4.6 weight per cent. 
A total of 27.0 ml. of condensate weighing 18.3 grams 
was recovered from the final run. This was equivalent to 
a sieve loading of 4.5 weight per cent. 
The two portions of desorbed materials were combined 
and distilled to determine their boiling range. Physical 
tests on the charge stock and desorbed material are pre­
sented in Table XVII. 
The first 300 ml. of effluent from the initial run 
were combined with the 300 ml. from the second run and 
the octane ratings determined. Refractive index values 
from the cuts indicated that approximately 50 % of the 
original normal-paraffin content remained in the samples 
tested for octane rating. The ratings were as follows: 
TABLE VI 
RESEARCH OCTANE RATINGS ON LIGHT NAI'HTHA 
Original Sample Column Effluent 
Unleaded 57.3 
+ 0.5 cc TEL* 63.?t-
+ 1.0 cc TEL 68.·7
+ 2.0 cc TEL 75-6
+ 3.0 cc TEL 78.6 83.3 
*Tetraethyl lead per gallon of sample
Catalytic cracked gasoline. 
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Only one run was made on catalytic cracked gasoline 
due to difficulties encountered on regeneration. 
The catalytic cracked gasoline contained 27.5 % 
paraffins, 8.3 �G olefins, 14.0 % naphthenes, and 50.2 % 
aromatics. 
A total of 400 ml. of product was recovered during 
the run. Fractions were collected every 100 ml. and the 
refractive index of each cut was determined. 
The column receiver was kept in an ice bath during 
the charging to minimize the loss of low boiling materials 
present in the charge stock. 
The adsorption bed temperature rise was 24° F. 
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The charge to the adsor:p .. Gion column had a yellow 
color while the effluent was .initially clear. The colox· 
g1:·adually became darker un·til it was the same color as 
the charge stock •. 
On regeneration, a considerable amount of' non­
condensible white smoke with a :pl·easant odor was emitted 
from the condenser when the temperature 1.�eached 600° F. 
in the adsorption bed. 
The yield of condensate recovered was very low. A 
tot;al o:f 10 .,1 ml. of' c01'1densate weighing 6 . .,_9 grams was 
1�ecovered •. This was equi-valent to a sieve loading o, ..f 
1.7 weight per cent� 
The fir.st 300 ml.. of effluent were combined and the 
octane ratings were determined-.. ?here -was su.ffi-cient 
sample .for o:nly one rating.on the colu.mn effluent. 
TABLE VII 
RESEAJ1CH OCTJUU:J RATHlGS ON GATALYTI.C CRACKED GASOLilfE 
Origil:taJ. S.a.mpl� Column Effluent 
Unleaded 8?.4 88.8 
+ 0.5 ee TEL* 91.2 
+ 1.0 ec TEL 92.8 
+ .2 .. 0 cc � 94.5 
+ ;.o ¢C ·ifF,L, 95.s
*Tetraetbyl lead per gallon of sample
Physic.al data are presented in Table XVIII +
OHA.PfER V 
REStlllfS AND DISCUSBIO}l 
4l!he ability of the Linde type 5 A Molecular Sieves 
to adsorb normal-paraffins .from a mix1iure containing 
i.so-parai':fins� naphthenes ., and a.:i;;omatics was definitely
established during the various runs. 
fhe Molecular Sieve equilibriwn loading o:f ll.44 
weight per cent normal-heptane,. as determined by a static· 
test� was slightly h:L.gher than the value of J.1.3 weight 
per cent; determined by Linde in their work. 
The maximum capacity of the sieves for normal-heptane 
was not determined during the runs ma.de on blends -0f 
normal-heptane and nitration-grade toluene., As shown 
by the data in Figure 2 and Figure 3, maximum capacity was 
almost obtain,ed in the fin.al portion. of' the runs ... 
The breakthrough point of the normal-heptane from 
the sieves was dependent upon the liquid. cha.:cge velocity 
and the concentra:tion of the normal-heptane in t.he charge 
stock. As the liquid velocity th.rough the column was 
i.pcreased, the yield o.f normal-heptane free product was
decreased for a given charge stock.. · As :the con-centration 
of normal-heptane in the charge stock was increased the 
yield of' no.rm.al-heptane free product w;as lower ,,
Figures 2 and 3 show the breakthrough point of iibJa 
r10rmal-hepta.ne at defini.te liquid charge rates. 
The inc.rease in purity of the initial toluene eff­
luent i'rom the sieves over the purity of the original 
rd tration .... grade toluene was due to t;he removal of O .. 54 
volume per cent normal-octane impurit.ies pr,esent in the 
.ni·tration .... grade toluene. 
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]
1:igure, 4 presents a semi-logarithmic plot . of the 
breakthrough point of the normal-heptane as a function of 
liquid hourly space velocity and ·the concentra.t;ion of 
normal heptane in the charge stock. 
Table· IV shmvs the sieve loading; during the runs on 
normal-heptane and nitration-grade t;oluene varied from 
7.5 to 9 .. 3 weight per cent. For a given charge stock 
the weight per cent sieve loading should have decreased 
as the charge rate to the column increased .. The sieve 
loading result,s for runs 2, 3, and 4, do not show a 
decreasing trend" 
The graphical re.sults of Figure 2 an.d Figure 3 
indicate a cons.istent lower trend in the amount; of mater­
ial adsorbed as the charge rate is increased. 
11.'he inconsistent results for runs 2 t 3, and 4, as 
shown in Table IV, are probably due to slight ex:peri:mental 
errors in the regenerat;ion of the J\folecular Sieves and 
, subsequent recovery of the desorbed materials. 
The adsorption loading of the sieves during runs 5
through 8 was more consistent. The more consistent results 
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FIGURE 4 THE EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION AND CHARGE 
RATE ON THE BREAKTHROUGH OF N-HEPTANE 
2.0 
The adsorpti on fore es present in the l\Jlole,cular Sieves 
1vere not evaluated in this work but an indication of their, 
magnitude :may be realiz ed from the temperatures required 
to reaeti-vate t.he, sieves a.s shown in ?able XIV and 'fable 
XIX. 
Table XIV presents the regeneration data. from the 
initial runs during the separation of normal-hepta11e fro:ai 
nitration-grade toluene •. As indicated by the refraetive 
index values on the desorbed material, the condensate 
recovered was almost pure normal-heptane with slight 
traces of normal-octane pre.sent.. 
Normal,-heptane has a boiling point of approximately 
209° F. at standard conditi.ons, however it was found that. 
little if a:n:y normal-heptane was desorbed at 209
° 
F. and
over o-ne-halt of the desorbed normal-heptane was not re.­
covered until the bed temperature reached approximately 
550
° F.. The vapor pressur.e o.f normal-heptane at 550
° 
F ..
is approximately 500 psia. The normal-heptane was above 
its cri.tical temperature of 512.6
° 
F .• before the desorp­
tion of the sieves was at ma.xi.mwn rate. 
The Molecular Sieves removed trace impurities ot
normal-octane from nitration-gr-a.de toluene. The capacity 
of the sieves for the normal-octane was only 1 .. 2 weight 
per cent but due to the low concentration of the .normal­
octane a total volume o.f 500 ml. o.f practically pure 
toluene was recovered before the breakthrough of norr i.al-
octane. 
The sieve temperatures during desorption o.f' the 
norma:1-octane as shown in Table XIX ,, indicate a bed temper­
ature approximately 100° F .. higher was.required when 
normal-octane was being desorbed than when :normal-heptane 
was the desorbed material .. 
The results obtained from the catalytic .re.
f
ormate 
runs indicated t;hat the presence of iso-pa.raf fins, naph­
thenes, and aromatics in a charge stock with a considerable 
boiling range, would not interfere with·the removal of the 
normal-paraffins present. 
The sieve loading at equilibrium o.f 5*9 weight per 
cent was lower than expeeted from the results obtained in 
runs 1 through 8 on the separation of normal-heptane .from 
nitration-grade toluene .  
The normal-hydrocarbons removed from the catalytic 
.re.formate had approximately the same boiling range as the 
original catalyti.c ref orma.te. 
The boiling range of the normal-paraffins removed 
from the light naphtha was also approximately the same as· 
the original sample. 
The amount of norma1-para!;f:i.ns present in the cataly­
tic reformate was approximately 10�0 per cent of the 
original volume or approximately 22 per cent of the total 
paraffin content. 
The octane number .improvement: of the catalytic refor­
mate by the removal of essentially all of the norma.1-
para.f:
f
ins by the Molecular Sieves is shown in Figure 5.
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The improvement of ten octane numbers on the unleaded 
samples 0£ catalytic reformate and five octane numbers on 
'the maximum leaded samples definitely established ·the 
degrading effect of the normal-paraffins on the octane 
number o.f the original catalytic reformate. 
Removal of the normal-paraffin conten"h of the cataly­
tic reform.ate dra.st;ically reduced the volume of tetra.ethyl 
lead required for a given octane .number level., 
An equilibrium sieve loading of 4.6 weight per cent 
was obtained on the light naphtha. This low value ma
y
have resulted from the partial fouling of the sieves in 
a pri.or run on catalytic era.eked gasoline. 
·The amount of norma.1-paraf fins ;present in the light
naphtha. was approximately 16 per cent of the original 
volume or approximately 50 per cent of the total paraffin 
eon'tent .• 
the results obtained i'rom the light naphtha runs 
indicated a substantial octane nmnber improvement may be 
obtained .from the removal of the norma.1-para.!i'ins. 
The octane number improvement o.
f 
the light naphtha 
was approximately seven octane numbers unleaded and .five 
octane numbers on ·i;he maximum l.eaded samples. '!!he samples 
tested had only 50 per cent of t;he normal-paraffins re·• 
moved so the octane number improvement on the complete re­
moval of' the normal-paraffins could be expected to be 
double the experimental values .. The estimated octane nwn­
bers for total normal-paraffin removal are shown in Fig. 6. 
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FIGURE 6 TETRAETHYL LEAD SUSCEPTIBILITY OF LIGHT NAPHTHA 
r he experimental run on catalytic cracked gasoline 
was very d.isappointing. On regeneration of the sieves 
40 
a low yield of desorbed material was recovered and a 
considerable amom'lt of non-condensable ge.ses were emitted 
from ·the condenser. 
1.rhe adsorption bed temperature rise of 24-° F .. during
the charging po.rtion of the run indic,ated a consid"erable 
ar�ount o:f materials were being adsorbed on the sieves. 
1flhe removal of color bod:ies from the catalytic crack­
ed gasoline was obtained during ·the initial stage of the 
run. 
11:he high olefin content of the catalytic cracked 
gasoline could have been responsible for the regeneration 
difficul J,ies � It has been repOJ'..'ted by a Linde represent­
ative that normal-ol.efi.ns adsorbed by the Molecular 
Sieves will pol;y111erize on heating to the required regen­
eration temperatures... 1:i"'urther work on charge stocks of 
known compo[>,ition would be required to definitely estab­
lish the reason for the thermal decomposition of part of 
the adsorbed materials. 
Trouble was encountered during several of the runs 
wit;h the formation of hydrates in the condenser coil. In 
some cases the vent line vvas completely plugged and it was 
necessary to stop the nitrogen purge through the system 
and baclc pressure the condenser line t;o remove the depos­
its. 
Another serious problem was the removal of the 
liquid·held in the voids between the .sieves after the 
column had been drained. 
·The most effective method of removal was to evap­
orate the liquid present by passing warm nitrogen 
through the adsorption bed until a rapid temperature rise 
indicated that the bed was dry •. 
The method·of drying the adsorption bed by maintain­
ing a vacuum on the system was fo und to be very time 
consuming an.d inef ficie1rt;. 
In one attempt tb:e adsorption bed temperature dropped 
to 40° F'9c during the drying procedure and the rate of 
evaporation of the trapped liquid at that temperature 
was negligible .• 
CHAPTER VI 
npARASORlV' UNif PROPOSAL 
T-o provide further information on the feasibility 
of utilizing Jlilolecular Si.eves .in a commercial process 1
a cursory study is presented on their use in adsorbing 
the normal-paraffins present in a stream of 4500 bbls., 
per day o:f catalytic reformatej> 
The purpose.of the unit would be to remove the low 
octane n:umber components from the eat.alytic rei:ormate · 
and provide a superior motor .fuel. 
The normal-para:ffins removed from the catalytic re­
form.ate could be used in the manufacture of petrochem­
icals, or fur,ther processed by isomerization t;o improve 
the octane _rating* 
The exp;erimental results obtained from runs 9 and 10 
o:n catalytic reformate served as the basis for yields and 
operating conditions. 
One assumption was made that .future developmen·i;s 
in the manufacture o{ t"he Molecular Sieves will prc;>vide a 
· new ty-pe of Molecular Sieve as a. sph�rieal pellet with
}?.igh resistance to abrasive action .. This feature would
permit the use of a moving bed o:f sieves in an adsorption
tower and conti nuous regeneration in suitable equipment. 
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FIGURE 7 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED "PARASORB" UNIT -t:r 
\)t 
Charge stock to the unit would be 4500 bbls .• per 
stream day of catalytic reforrnat.e from a catalytic 
reforming unit. The charge stock would have an unleaded 
octane rating of approximately 80 and a leaded octane 
rating of 94. 
The effluent from t;he adsorption section would be 
4050 bbls. per s-tream day of essentially normal-paraffin 
free product. The octane number of the effluent would 
he approximately 89 unleaded and 99 leaded. 
The volume of normal-paraffins recovered w·ould be 
450 bbls. per stream day. The normal-paraffins present 
in the desorbed. material would be normal-hept.a:ne, normal­
octane, norrnal-nonane, and normal decane. 
The ·v eight of 11.folecular Sieves in t;he total system 
would be approximately 100,000 pounds. The circulation 
rate of the sieves would be 76, 000 pounds per hour, wit,h 
a normal-paraffin loading of 6.0 weight per cent on 
leaving the adsorptio11. section. 
The adsorption tower would contain approximately 
Ll-5 ,000 pounds of Linde '.l,ype 5 A lVloleculai� Sieves. The 
fresh feed of catalytic reformate vvould enter the base of 
the adsorption t;ower and leave near the to:p. 
The l\!folecular Sieves would enter the top of the 
adsorption tower and slowly move down the tower by seJGt­
ling. A mechanical conveyor -would remove the spent sieves 
from the base of the adsorption tower,. 
The counter-current flow would permit the ma..ximum 
satura.ti.on of the sieves leaving the adsorption tower •.
The si.eves would pass to a d:!:>ying zone where the 
extraneous liquid would be removed by evaporation .  The 
saturated gases f'rom this section would pass 'to a cooler 
and then to a separator.. 'l'he li.quid condensate would be 
recycled to the adsorption column while the gas would be 
charged to an absorption system to permit the recovery o.f 
the traces of hydrocarbon present, .. 
The dry sieves would proceed to the reactivation 
section where t:qey would be heated to 660
°
.F� and simUl­
taneously purged with an. inert gas._, 
The hot gases :from this section would also pas.s 
through a cooler and separator. The condensate would be 
essentially pure normal-paraffins.., The cooled gas would 
be compressed and then serve as a gas lift to, return the 
reactivated sieves to the t-op o:r the adsorption tower . , 
The flow of compressed gas would cool the sieves and 
permit the recovery of a substantial a.mount; of the heat 
required to raise the sieves to 660
° 
F .•
The use of an oxygen-free gas in the reactivation 
syst.em would be required to reduce the hazards o:f having 
an explo.sive mixture in the system and also to prevent 
the oxidation of hydrocarbons to undesireable compounds. 
The Ina.in energy requirement of the entire unit would 
be in the heat in.put to the drying and desorption sections .. 
The total heat load is estima:t;ed as follows in 
Table VIII� 
TABLE VIII 
nPARASORB UNIT 1t HEATING LOAD 
Heating requirement 
Latent heat required to remove 
the extraneous liquid. 
Hea·t; reciuired ·to raise sieves 
f'rom 2000 F .•. to 6600 F. 
Heat of desorpt.ion required by 
normal-paraf.f ins at 900 B. t • u .• ,
per pound. 
Latent; heat of normal-_paraf'fins 
Sensible heat of the normal 
paraffins 









Auxiliary heating in the form of internal heaJ';ing 
coils would be required in the .reactivation section to 
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reduce the volume of gases required to furnish the heating 
requirements. The flow of the hot gas a!l.d the sieves 
would be counter-current fo1.� ma,"'Cimum efficiency. 
An elutriation system would be required to remove the 
llilolecular Sieves fines from the system.. It was estimated 
that 300 pm.mds of new sieves would be required daily to 
.maintain a constant; inventory in t;he total system., 
The fines could be returned to the manufacturer for 
re:pelleting since t;h.e povvder \vould be the same type ot
·material as the original pellets.
Ar1 economic study is presented i.n the .following table. 
TABLE I.X 
ECONOMIC STUDY OF PROPOSED npARASQRB'" UNIT
Daily Value .2f Product 
189"000 gals. @ 12¢/gal. 
170,100 gals. @ 14¢/gai. 









TOTAL $ 22,680 $ 25,326 
;m;penses-Dail;z 
Fuel@ 15¢ per million B .. t.u. 
Labor - 12 hours @ $3 •. 00/hour, 
Make-up Molecular Sieves 
300 lbs .. @ $1.00/lb,., 
Electricity @ o .• ,r7 ¢/kwh. 
Water@ 10 ¢/1000 gals. 
Maintenance 










NET VALUE OF PRODUC!l! 
DIFFERENCE 
$ 22,680 $ 24 ,-691 
+ $ 2.011
Cost 0£ 1.tParasorbn Unit* 
. ....... .  � 
4500 bbls,. @ $.2.?5/bbl. 
100 ., 000 lbs� Molecular Si.eves 
@ $1�.00/lb. 
Annual di.ffer.ence of product values,, 
$2"t011 x 350 days annual operat.ion 
Less depreciation - 8 year basis ;· 
NET PROFIT BEFORE TAXES 
Truces at 52% annual rate 
JL�UA.L PROFIT AFTER TAXES 










*The Oil and Gas Journal, Vol. 54, No. 50,. 135
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION$ 
The adsorpti.on capaei ty of the Molecul.ar Si.eves was 
found to be a function of the liqui.d veloci:t'y ill the 
adsorption bed and the concentration of the normal­
para.f fins in the charge stock,.  
Essentially complete reactiva:t;ion ot the MoLecula.r 
Sieves was obtained on heating to 660° F .. and purging 
with dry nitrogen. 
Trace quantities of pure normal-octane were .recover­
ed from nitration-grade toluene.
Equilibrium capacity of the sieves varied !rc»n 1.2 
weight per cent on the p;urifica:t.ion o:f n.itration-gra.de 
toluene to 11.44 weight per cent on -the adso:r:ption of 
normal-heptane from. pl.ll'e noI.'mal-heptane. 
The removal of 10 • .0 volume :per cen:t normal hydro­
carbons from catalytic reformat.e increased the research 
octane number of the effluent from 79.4 to 88.9 unleaded 
and f.rom 93 ..  6 to 98.7 wi.th :, •. o ca .. of tetrae"thyl lead* 
The .removal of 50 per cent of the normal-paraffin 
content of a. light naph"tha increased the unleade·d octan.e 
rating from 57 .• 3 to 64 •. 7 and the leaded ratings from ?8-.6 
to 83.3.
A sample of catalytic cracked gasoline wa.s found to 
contain mater.ials readily adsorbed by the si-eves. 
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On regeneration of the sieves, however. the majority 
o.f the materials adsorbed were thermally unstable and
were converted to non-condensible gases and non-volatile 
deposits 01  the Molecular Sieves. 
Future studies in this field could be wide and varied 
because o:f the recent development · of the Molecular Sieves-•. 
Possib.le studies might include: 
1. Iill:ethods o.f reactivation of the ].Qolecular Sieves
when thermally unstable compounds are a.dsoi:·bed. 
2. Determination of' the extent and nature of
normal-hydrocarbon impurities in commercial grade .samples 
of benzene., iso-octane, etc. 
3 .  The effect of adsorption.bed temperature on the 
rate of adsorption. 
4. The effect of pressure o:o. the rate of adsorption
.from liquid charge stocks. 
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0 2.0 4.0 6.0 a.o 10.0 
VOL. % NORMAL-HEPTANE




PROPERTIES OF LilH}E TYPE 5 A MOLECULAR SIEVES-16
Bulk density 





4-3 lbs. per cubic foot 
1800 E.t.u. per lb. of water 
0 .2LI. 
750 square meters per gram 
16Linde llir Products Co., Technical Bulletin,
General Information on Molecular Sieves, 1.1:ypes -4- A 




PHYSICAL DATA ON ASTM NORM.AL�HEPTANE 





Freezing point, ASTM, 0 c. -90.684 
Density at 0 20 c., gms./ml. 0.68385 




EXPE.RI1i!1ENTAL DATA ON THE s11;PARA1T ION OF NORMAL-HE:PC[\I\J\TE 
5 .O WEIGHT PER CEN 1.J: NOHL.AL-HEPrJ\JjE 111 1:HTR1t'I.'IO:N 
GRA.DE TOLU1DNE 
Charge rate-ml/min. 4.0 
L.H.S.V. 0.416 
Refractive....l!}dex Data 





















O - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 150 
150 - 200 
200 - 250 
250 - 300 
300 - 350 
350 - 400 
400 - 450 
450 - 500 
500 - 550 
550 -- 600 
600 - 650 
650 - 700 
700 - 750 
?50 - 800 
800 - 850 
850 - 900 






















B.O 12.0 16.0 










































l . L�904 
1.4899 
Run 4 






















EX:PERil\J.IFiNTAL DJ1/cA ON 11:HE SEPARATION OJ? :NORr1LI\.L-HEPTANE 
FROM 10.0 WJLIGHT PER G.ENT NORll.ilAL-HEPTAl\lE IN NITRATION 
G]iADE TOLUEl\fE
Charge ra.te-,ml/min. L� •• 0 8.0 12 •. 0 16.0 
L.H.,s.v. o.416 0.832 1 .. 248 1 •. 664 
Refractive Index Data 
Cut no. Fraction Run l Run 2 Run 2 Ru:n 4 
1 0 - 25 1.4967 1.496? 1.i�967 1.4967
2 25 ·� 50 1.4967 1.4967 l .. L�967 1.4967 
3 50 - 75 1.4967 1 .. 4967 1.4967 l.4967
4 75 '- 100 1.4966 1.4967 1.4967 1.4967 
5 100 '.--· 125 1.4966 1,.496? 1.4967 1.4966 
6 125 - 150 1.4966 1.4967 1.4967 1.4966 
7 150 - 175 1.4966 1.496? 1.4966 L.4965
8 175 - 200 1.4966 1.4967 1.4963 1.4960 
200 - 225 1 .. 4966 L.4-966 1.4960 1.4957 
10 225 - 250 1.4966 1.4966 1.,4958 1.4950 
11 250 - 275 1 .. 4965 1.4-960 1.4952 1.4944 
12 275 - 300 1.4964 1.4955 L,4943 1.4935 
13 300 -' .325 1 .. 4961 1.4950 1.4935 1.4925 
14 325 - 350 1.4955 1.4939 1.4921 l.A-913
15 350 ·- 375 l . lt-943 1.4-925 1 .. 4910 1.4906 
16 375 .......  400 1.4924- 1.4909 l,A897 1.4893 
l? 4-00 - 4-25 1.4907 1.4892 1.4885 1.4883 
18 425 .... 4-50 1 .. 4885 1.4877 1.4871 l. Lt-8
7
4
19 450 -......- 4?5 1.4863 l.4861 1.LJ-861 l .�-865
20 475 - 500 1.484? l.4844 1.4850 1.4856
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TABLE XIV 
































44 .. l 
*After l hour.
Ru.1.1 2 Run 4 
1.4 1.0 
6 .5 
8 .2 8.8 
9.2 10.5 








2 Run 6 Run '.Z RuJ:1
3 •. 8 5 .2 3 .7 ;S.6 
10 .:; 9 .2 s., 
lLk.l 12.5 12.0 12 .. 9 
17 .5 14.8 15.5 15 .. 8 
19.0 19.5 18 .1 18 .. 5 
24 .6 27.2 22.0 22 .. 6 
31 .o 
37.5 36.6 
4-5 .4 L.Ll .2 43 .o 41 .7























0 - 100 
100 -· 200 
200 _, : .· 3-00 
300 - 400 
400 - .500 
. 
' 
<500 - 1500 




















53.9 .50.G . ·7 ... ,; 0.,;, " 
Reid Vapor Press .•. 
psi. 
0nD at 68 F. 
2.9 
1.,4900 






















Cu;t .No. Fraction 
l 0 - 100
2 100 �: 200
3 200 - ;oo
. 4 300 -· 400 
Run �,-· 
1.4378 
1 .• 4388 
1.43?8 




















1 .  4342 
61.
TABLE XVlI 








Reid Vapo.r Press .. 
psi •. 
t 68° � nDa··· .. J;,. 
2.6 
1.4050 1.1+077 





























*Based on 50 ml.,, of sruuple







0 . ..:. 100 
100 - .200 
200 ...:. 300 





























EXJ?ERilV!EflT.1.U,;, DATA ON CATALYTIC CRACKED GASOLINE 
Physical Tests 
API Gravity 




"tn, D a. ,· ... v •· 










































*Insui'ficient sample f'or tests.







0 - 100 
100 ..,..... 200 
,200 - 300 









1\'LA.TEHIAL RECOVERED DlTRIN(� REGFiNEI'tATIOJ:1 
Sieve 
t6��P· Rv.n_:t Jj • 
�-
Run 10 .Run 11 Run 12 Ru.n 12 Run.14 
300 1.0 1.4 2.5 1.3 2.4 
350 4-.4 4.6 3.5 3 .8 L�. ;> 
400 6.1 7.0 4.0 8.0 7.9 
450 9.0 10.8 5.2 11.2 12.6 
500 15.0 15.1 6.1 15.6 16.4 
550 22.8 7.8 20.4 20.8 
600 25.0 25.4 8.2 23 .5 
650 28.4 29.2 9.0 1.1 25.3 25.7 
660* 3L!·.? 34.7 10.l 6.8 27.5 27.0 
*After l hour
Candidate for ·tlhe Degr�e 
et lb'laster 0£ ieience 
lfbesist DE BEFARAT'IOl! OF n:DROCAB.liO?i'S WlfH MOLEC� 
SIDES 
¥,'.1:ajor Fi.eld: Chemical Jn,ginee.rin$ 
Ji,ographieal: 
Personal Data: Born in Burlington, Iowa, April S,
1926, the son of VRilli.am ,: •. and l+Rable Q. 
Ziegerlllain 
Educatioli: Jtt;tgnded graaae school .in Tulsa. OltlahGma; 
graduated .f'rom Tulsa Oet1tr.al Righ Sehoel in 1943; 
rece:i:r1ed ·the. Bachelor of Seie.nce degre-e .fr0m 
the. Ilnivexsi'OY of Qklab.o:ma,, vtith a_ major in 
Ghel'nica.1 Engineering, in June• l 949; compLetecl 
requirements .for the r..fraster t>f' Scie:t1:ce deg:r·ee 
in nrrq �· 1956 .. 
Pro.fessi.unal E:r,perience, Entered. the United Sta·Ites. 
Jienr;r in June ., 1941:f.; recei.vect an 1:lonorable
Discharge in July, 19,46;, in 1949 accepted 
employm.ent wi·tn ·the fide Wat�r Assoeia.ted Oil 
Company in theii� re.finery at Drmnri.ght, Okla., 
in April, 1955, the refinery suspended oper­
ation.Sf aecepted employ111e:nt witli. '�he Con:tin­
ental Oil Company in April.,, 1955, as an 
Associa'tre Chemical Engineex- in the :Process 
Laboratory, Develo:pment and Researeh iepairhment, 
Bonea City, Oklahoma. 
